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• Climate risk
• Disaster risk
• Climate risk reduction: 

Integrated Climate risk 
management

• Disaster risk reduction: 
Integrated disaster risk 
management



GENERAL CONCEPT OF RISK 
REDUCTION

Risk is the product of the combination of
three elements : Hazard (H), Vulnerability (V), 
coping capacity ( C ).

Risk can be expressed mathematically as: 

Risk (R) = Hazard (H) x Vulnerability (V)
Capacity (C)
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Hazards: Climate / non climate hazards: 
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Presentation Notes
This chart shows the major hazards, increasing in areal coverage along the vertical direction, and in temporal coverage across the horizontal.There are very few weather-related hazards that don’t affect any mountain cities.  Well-established communities have built up their infrastructures and prospered within a  general pattern of local climate to which they have adapted.  However, meteorological and hydrological events with intensities outside that general pattern can cause catastrophic failures of environmental, economic and social systems.  A few examples include:**  Strong winds that impose exceptional loading (or pressure) on buildings and power transmission towers, causing structural failure;** Heavy rainfall that leads to flooding, accompanied by erosion that undermines structures and inundation that takes lives, destroys crops, drowns stock, contaminates fresh-water supplies and isolates communities;** Prolonged high temperatures and dry periods, leading to drought with its associated erosion, loss of crops and ground cover, and loss of life;** Heavy snowfall and ice loading that can lead to broken power and other overhead cables, and isolation of communities.Major atmosphere-ocean coupled patterns such as the El Niño phenomenon in the region of the tropical Pacific Ocean, and the North Atlantic Oscillation, influence the distribution of climatic hazards.  The associated large scale variations in the oceans force changes in the atmosphere above, which affect the wind flow in the upper atmosphere.  The effects are carried far from the source region by the modified large-scale circulation of the atmosphere, interacting with smaller scale influences such as the shapes and orientations of major mountain chains, resulting in changes in the normal weather patterns.



Integrated CLIMATE RISK 
MANAGEMENT
.CLIMATE RISKS: VARIABILITY AND 
CHANGE Scenarios: Climate Risk screening
•PAST CLIMATE : Past risk 
scenarios
•Current climate: Current climate 
risks
.Future climate: Early warning Scenarios: 
Short, medium and long term ranges
(Climate change):
.Future climate risks



VERY WILD ENVIRONMENT

DECADAL VARIABILITY

Hazards: Recurrent extremes
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Key climate risk screening Questions
1. Does  current climate pose any threats to the 

sector? Which climate hazards?

2. What are the current known impacts of climate?

3. Have integrated past / current climate  risks 
Development planning?

4. Evidences of climate change? Local scenarios
5. Identify potential impacts of climate change?
6. Integrate future  climate change risks scenarios 

in your sector-specific plans? Eg Win / win
7. Integrate climate change risks in your 
cross sectors plans? Role of IK
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